
The More You Know
Everything you need to know about ordering face masks. Get the stock you need 

when you need it and avoid price/stock fluctuations. 



Fabric Masks vs. Disposable Masks
What are the Pros & Cons to Using a Fabric Mask Over a Disposable Mask?

Pros & Cons Fabric Masks
Disposable 

Masks
Can be Washed and Reused X

Customisable with Branding X

Easier to Breathe Through X

Better Comfort Around the Ears X

Eco Friendly X

ASTM Barrier Rating X

Less Humidity Build Up X

Lower Cost When Pre-Ordering X

SHAVE THAT BEARD! 
Certain facial hairstyles may make your mask less effective. Read more here

• Breathe ease, ear comfort & humidity build up as tested by our team here at Freshion. 
This is the opinion of our team only and is not professional and/or confirmed advice. 

https://www.businessinsider.com.au/cdc-recommends-different-facial-hairstyles-work-better-with-face-masks-2020-2?r=US&IR=T


Face Masks:
Face masks help to protect your nose and mouth against splashes/sprays of blood and other bodily 
fluids, as well as bacteria and particulate matter but do not provide respiratory protection against 
airborne diseases. 

level one: low protection
Intended for general use with low-risk, nonsurgical procedures and exams that do not involve aerosols, 
sprays and/or fluids.

level two: average protection
Intended for general use with possible exposure to low-to-moderate levels of aerosols, sprays and fluids

level three: higher protection
Intended for any situation that has the potential for exposure to heavy levels of aerosols, sprays and 
fluids.

Respirators:
Respirators are used to provide your nose/mouth with protection from airborne particles. One of the 
most common respirators is the NIOSH-approved N95, which is used to reduce your risk of inhaling 
hazardous airborne particles (including dust particles and infectious agents). For more information on 
the difference between face masks and respirators please watch video here.

Understanding Mask Levels
The 3 Levels of ASTM Barrier Protection for Three Ply Face Masks and Information on Respirator Masks.

https://youtu.be/ovSLAuY8ib8


Stock Levels & Prices Change Quickly.
Planning is Key to Getting the Stock You Need at an Honest and Fair Price.

Pricing and stock for masks fluctuates on a regular basis and the main challenge that we have is a 
supply on demand scenario. In March mask factories were not able to keep up with the demands, 
and had their staff working overtime. This caused prices to rise and unfortunately many factories 
began price gauging. We in turn had to sell at a price far above the standard retail prices (from years 
before) or go without stock. 

We are urging clients to buy smart and order what is needed for the following 2-3 weeks from our 
in stock inventory and pre-order what you’ll need in the future. 

Looking at our current supply chain (which is vast) and what is on order in contrast to what is being 
requested every day, we are hoping prices don’t revert back to March numbers. Supplier stock 
numbers below are totals from multiple supply chains we have in place. While every inquiry does 
not turn into an order, we are only one company and the quantities we are seeing requested are 
massive. This may very well shift the pricing and availability in the near future.

Level 1 Supplier Stock Level 2 Supplier Stock KN95 Supplier Stock

Available Now 800,000 300,000 30,000

Next Shipment 1,500,000 1,135,200 20,000

Our Daily Inquiries 75,000 50,000 5,000



Ready to Help!
Our team is standing by and are ready to help. 

Contact us today and secure your stock.


